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H

ow should a clinician decide
whether a treatment effect
claimed in a journal article is
worth caring about?
Does the answer lie in a p value? Or
instead, should the reader focus on
whether the size of the treatment effect
exceeds the minimum clinically
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important difference (MCID), in the
hopes of determining whether the
treatment’s benefit is worth its risks
and costs?
Though all of these statistical analyses matter, the conversation too often
starts and stops with the p value. Such
a superficial approach results in
patients enduring treatments that may
not deliver benefits large enough for
them to perceive, and far too small to
justify the risks or costs involved. A
more-nuanced approach is called for.
Some have called for journals to
abandon the p value and its related
concepts completely [3, 15]. This
rather-extreme viewpoint is unlikely to
catch on since readers need some
means to evaluate how likely it is that
chance could have played a role in
obtaining the observed results. We do
agree, though, that clinicians should
interpret p values with greater care
than usually is exercised [16]. Clinicians should be open to approaches
apart from frequentist statistics (p
values and the like) for this purpose.
Alternatives range from simple common sense [7] to more-sophisticated
Bayesian statistics [16], which can
help the reader arrive at a more-complete understanding of the data.
But since most claims in orthopaedic research papers still end with p

values, CORR1 will ask authors to use
those p values thoughtfully. We suggest that authors set sensible a priori
thresholds for p values based on the
experiment itself, before analyzing any
data. No law mandates a threshold of
0.05. In fact, it often seems to us that
higher or lower thresholds would be
reasonable (the former for exploratory
studies or studies involving little risk
of harm, and the latter for studies that
propose interventions that carry larger
risk or greater potential for toxicity,
and studies in which many statistical
analyses are performed), though most
studies embrace the near-mystical 0.05
with both arms. And once an investigator has decided on reasonable
thresholds, it is best not to play fast
and loose with them after seeing the
data. Claims of ‘‘nonsignificant differences’’ or ‘‘trends’’ about findings
the author had hoped to see but did not
injects an additional element of subjectivity that is best omitted; one
seldom sees authors reporting trends
about findings that disagree with
investigators’ preconceived notions.
A small p value is far from the
whole story. Large studies can detect
small differences between treatment
approaches with a high degree of
‘‘statistical significance’’ (that is, small
p values). All too often, authors use
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those small p values—numbers like
0.001 or less—to suggest ‘‘there is a
huge difference’’ when all that finding
might mean is ‘‘we’re fairly sure there
is a difference.’’ Sometimes those differences are imperceptible (or hardly
perceptible) to our patients. Let’s agree
that in those instances, the intervention
is not worth enduring.
This is where the concept of the
MCID [10] and its close relative, the
minimum detectable change (MDC),
come into play: How large must a
treatment effect be for a patient to
detect it, or care about it? The answer
will depend on the condition being
treated, the patient population undergoing the treatment, and the outcomes
tools used to measure the results [4,
11]. And even where all those factors
are held constant, there are (generally)
two major ways to calculate an MCID:
Anchor-based approaches, and distribution-based approaches. The latter
are easier to come by, since all one
needs is a dataset and a calculator; for
example, MCIDs can be estimated as a
function of the standard deviation of
the data, and some studies find this
approach to be robust [13]. But many
observers [5, 14]—including the
authors [12] of the review in this
month’s Statistics in Brief article in
Clinical Orthopaedics and Related
Research1—believe that anchor-based
calculations of the MCID, which
define ‘‘clinically important’’ in
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relation to changes identified as
important by the patients themselves,
are more relevant to clinical practice.
Although this approach can seem
subjective, ultimately it is the patient’s
perception that matters most, and
anchoring a MCID to a difference that
patients have defined as important
makes the most sense to us, as well.
Authors analyzing surgical treatments should present results in terms
of MCID whenever it is practical to do
so. In this month’s CORR1, Maltenfort and Diaz-Ledezma [12] provide
the MCIDs for dozens of the mostcommonly used orthopaedic outcomes
tools. Studies using outcomes tools for
which no MCIDs are available should
consider suggesting how large the
effects would need to be for them to
matter to patients, and they should
justify those contentions.
Evaluating the treatments we use in
terms of MCIDs is important; differences smaller than the MCID are
unlikely to matter much to patients,
and certainly are not worth paying for
with dollars or surgical risk. A miniscule p value (p < 0.001) attached to an
effect size smaller than the MCID, is,
by definition, a ‘‘difference’’ that a
patient is unlikely to call important.
The larger the sample size, the more
likely we are to identify such ‘‘statistically significant’’ but clinically
unimportant differences. As more
studies draw from registries, insurance

databases, or national quality-improvement repositories like the
Nationwide Inpatient Sample, or the
National Surgical Quality Improvement Project—all of which summarize
the experiences of vast numbers of
patients—the issue of proving clinical
relevance in addition to statistical significance
becomes
even
more
important.
We note that sometimes an even
more subtle approach is necessary.
When the mean effect size for some
intervention is below the MCID, it
remains possible that a subset of
patients may have benefitted from
treatment. There is nothing wrong (and
there may be a lot right) with analyzing individual-patient data when
possible to determine whether a subset
of patients experienced a clinically
important benefit from that intervention, and if they had anything in
common. Doing so might identify
subgroups of patients that could benefit
from future research on that intervention, even if the overall population, in
aggregate, did not benefit. But the big
picture remains this: Patients see the
world in terms of effect sizes, not p
values; it is time for clinicians,
research scientists, and medical editors
to do likewise.
The MCID is the least we can do; in
fact, before we would consent to any
procedure involving serious risks or
costs, we would ask for more.
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Specifically, we would look for some
evidence that the procedure’s impact
on our health or quality of life would
be more than ‘‘minimal.’’ Presumably,
our patients feel likewise. Some
authors have suggested that for large
interventions—like surgery—patients
deserve something more substantial
than the MCID. Alternatives include
substantial clinical improvement [9],
minimum acceptable outcomes [2],
improvement as a percentage of possible improvement [8], and others [6],
but as yet, these have not taken hold.
Until or unless they do, the MCID is
what we have, and it is only after
establishing that a procedure, drug, or
device delivers at least a clinically
important improvement that we can
begin to ask second-order questions,
like whether that benefit is worth the
costs or risks involved with its use.
Certainly those that do not, are not.
A few years ago, an editor whom
we respect wrote that MCIDs will soon
‘‘become a historical oddity, like articles that blissfully judged an
operation’s success based entirely on a
surgeon’s impression of his own good
work’’ [1]. He envisioned a postMCID world where still-more-refined
mechanisms will be devised to ascertain whether an intervention justifies
its risks and costs. Sadly, most orthopaedic research is presented as though
we practice in a pre-MCID world. A
disconcerting number of the papers we

evaluated last year drew inferences
from ‘‘differences’’ too small to be
statistically detectable, and many others described sub-MCID differences as
‘‘significant,’’ hoping that readers
would fail to distinguish between statistical significance and clinical
relevance.
We can tell the difference, and it is
important we try to do so.
Where possible, we will continue to
ask authors to present their differences
in terms of MCIDs or other metrics
that help describe the clinical relevance of their findings, and not to
make grandiose claims about the benefits of treatments that are merely
statistically detectable (or less). To
help readers and writers, we recommend the overview on the topic in this
issue, which includes handy reference
tables of MCIDs for each specialty
within orthopaedics for which they are
available [12].
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